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THE AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS
OF THE NY-1 AIRPLANE AS MEASURED

By M. J. BAWEFt and C. H.

SUMMARY

A preliminqi investigation of t?we~ezts of changmin
the &?evatorand rudder setting8 and of small changes in
attitude upon the aerodynamicformx and momenti tzc-
erted upon a spinning airplane was undertaken with the
spinning balance in the 6~oot vertid tunnel of the
AJationm?Adrn80ry Committee for Aeronaziics. The
te8t8 were made on a J{@cak modd of the “NY-I”
airpkzne.

Dda lqt which to jiz the attitude, the radiw of spin,
and tlu rotatiwud and air velocities were taken from
recordedspins of thefulkale airplum. Tw spinning
condiiiom wfle invedigaled. AU six compOn.en.t8of the
aerodynamic reaction were meamwedand are prawnted
in coewti form referred to airplane amx.

The results show that, exceptfor piiching and yawing
moments, the change8in forces and moment%introduced
by elevatorand tier movement8were &m.aUand of -the
8ame order of mugnitwie as tho8e introduced by small
change8in attitude, The pitching momentw approxi-
matelydoubledby movementof the elevaiorfrom 33° up to
%7° down but was littk affwted by rudder movementre-
gardlessof tti elevatorpomlion. A largeyawing moment
oppoting the @n w introduced wh-enthe rudder uw
movedfrom full with the spin tofull agaiwt the spin with
the elevatorup. When the eletxztorIMUdown the yarning
moment given @ full i-u4Hermovement was recked to
approximately ow fourth its former vu-he.

The rewdis indicate thai the change in yawing roomed
prodd by the rudder with the tier up was the only
comp- of force or moment prodd by the elevator
and nukkr thul & not havebeen balumxdin an acid
spin by d chang~ in &.tu& and angu?arvelwiiy.

INTRODUCTION

Spinning of airplanea has been the subject of a great
amount of rcaearch in recent years but the problem is
far from a solution at the present time. When con-
sidering possible solutions airplanca may be clas-siiied
under two hedinge; namely, those which should never
be spun and those which should be controllable in the
spin.

For the fit class, which includes most commercial
airplanca as well as bombem and transports for militsry
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and naval use, the problem is open to three lines of
attack: (1) To make the airplane incapable of attain-
ing a stalled attitude; (2) to so proportion and limit
the movement of the stabilizing and control surfaces
for a given wing combination that there will always
be an aerodynamic diving moment when the airplane
is stslled and it will not be possible for any rotation to
persist thathwill give an inertia stalli&moment great
enough to overcome the aerodynamic diving moment
even with all controls set for a spin; or (3) to use a
wing and stabilizing surface combination which will be
stable in rectilirwm flight when the airplane is stalled. .
Prevention of the stall is undoubtedly a complete solu-
tion, but unfortunately it is probable that adverse
weather conditions, coupled with @proper use of the
controls, will cause any airplane to stall if it has good
performsmce and maneuverability characteristics.

The solution of the problem by making the airplane
incapable eithei of maintaining a stall or of maintaining
rotation w-hen stalled is closely related to the solution
of the problem of making airplanes of the sem”nd class,
such as pursuit, iighter, or commercird stunting air-
planes, readily controllable in the spin. The difference
is one of magnitudes of pitching, autorotation, and
damping moments. The whole spinning problem
therefore reduces to a study of the balance of moments
snd forces when the airplane is rotating and stalled,
and of the nature and msgnitude of the changw of
those moments and forces with changes in the motion.

The conditions for equilibrium are that for any axis
the sum of the moments due to aerodynamic reactions
upon the lifting and the control surfaces must equal
and oppose the inertia moments, and that the aero-
dynamic forces must equal and oppose the components
of gravity and of centrifugal force. It is possible to
wilculata the inertia forces and moments for all spin-
ning conditions, but prcaent lmowledgo of the directions
and magnitudw of the forces and momenti exerted
by the air upon the parts of a rotating airplane is so
limited that the enginear hss no certain way of know-
ing whether or not the sirplane he is design@ will
balance in a spin. Consequently, a great amount of
time and money which could be saved if sufhcient data
were available is spent trying to correct the spinning
characteristic of airplanes after they are built.
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Data upon the aerodynamic characteristics of a
spinning airplane may be obtained in several ways;
namely, flight tests with full-scale airplanes, flight
tests with balanced rnode~,. strip-method analysb. of,
wind-tunnel force and moment teski, and wind-t&el
tests of rotating models. A brief discussion of these
methods will be given here.

Spinning tests of full-scale airplanea have been made
from time to time over n period of years. (See
references 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.) Such teats have revealed
the rrmge of attitudes and conditions in which airplanes
will spin, they have contributed much to the knowledge
of the nerodynamica of the spin, and they undoubtedly
must be continued to verify the results obtained by
more convenient methods. Because of the expense of
making full-scale tests, the danger to equipment and
persomel, the difficulty of studying the forces and
moments upon the component parts of the airplane,
smd the fact that the spinning range that can be investi-
gated with Qparticular airplane is limited, it is de&able
that other methods be used for a generil investigation
of the problem.

Flight tests with balanced models have ako been a
valuable source of information concerning the spin,
and the most notable effort along this line is the series
of tests being conducted in England in a vertical
tunnel built especiaUy for such purposa. (See refer-
ences 6 and 7.) Model tests are much less expensive
and are not subject to the dangers of full-scale tests.
Balanced models, however, are relatively ~ensive and
troublesome to build and use as compared with ordi-
nmy models, the tests must be made at very low
Reynolds Number, the determination of the aerody-
namic forces and moments is diflicult and tedious, it is
nearly impossible to secure complete data of the effects
of smrdl changes in attitude, and it is not possible to
determine the aerodynamic reactions upon the com-
ponent parts.

Strip-method analysis is useful chiefly as a means of
studying the effects of certain changes in the aerody-
namic characteristics of wings upon the balance in the
spin, it being postulated that the results of tests of
wings which have all sections at the same angle of
attack can be used to predict the charactmistics of the
same wings when the angle of attack varies along the
span. Such analyses are very laborious and of doubt-
ful value in determining the spinning characteristics
of a particular airplane.

Several forms of rolling balances have been used for
testing the autorotation characteristics of airfoil and
airplane models. (See references 8, 9, and 10.) Data
from rolling-balance tests are subject to errors because
of tunnel-wall, blocking, and scale effects. Much
greater velocities may be used in wind-tunnel tests
where the model is restrained than in dropping tests,
and it is possible to vary the air speed ta study the
eflect of scale. Rolling balanc~ make it poesible to

measure the forces and moments supplied by the
component parts of the airplane. In the past,
attempts have been made to use tail momauts of a
yawed,. model obtaingd. in .str@t.force te@s@ut it
has been found that such data are likely b lend to
erroneous conclusions when applied to the spinning
condition. (See reference 11.) Rolling-balance data
have been of limited value because it has not been
possible to measure all six force and moment com-
ponents or to reproduce a true spinning condition.
The spinning balance used in this investigation is a
6-componetit rotating balance from which it is pos-
sible to obtain wind-tunnel data for any of a wide
range of possible spinning conditions.

The present series of tests was undertaken as a
prelimin~ investigation of the effects of changes in
Reynolds Number (within “tie range obtainable), of
attitude, and of elevator and rudder settings upon
the aerodynamic forces and moments upon a model
when spinning. A modal of the NY-1 airplane was
used in order that a comparison of the data might be
made with those obtained from fulkale spins of the
airplane. (See reference 5.)

APPARATUS AND MODEL

Apparatus.-The tests were made on the spinning
balance that has been developed for use in the 5-foot
vertical wind tunnel of the National Adviso~ Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. The wind tunnel, which is of
the open-jet type, is described in reference 12. The
spinning balance (fig. 1) consists -of a b@nce head
that supports the model and contains the force-
measuring units, a horizontal turntable supported by
streamline struts in the center of the jet and, outside
the tunnel, a direct-current driving motor, a liquid
tachometer, an air compressor, a mercury manometer,
a pair of indicating lamps, and the necessary controls.
The balance head is mounted on the turntable and it
may be set to give any radius of spin between O and 8
inches.

The balance head contains a vertical spindle to the
upper end of which the model is rigidly attached.
The spindle has six degrees of freedom, except as
restrained by a linkage system which connects it to
six measuring units. A line diagram of the force
system is shown in @re 2. The lower two thirds of
the spindle, the linkage system, the measuring units,
and the supporting framework are enclosed by a
duralumin case one half of which is shown removed
in figure 1.

A diagrammatic sketch of one of the force-measuring
units is shown in tigure 3. A force of tension or com-
pression in the connecting link is transmitted through
the self-alining ball bearings and becomes a moment
in the beam about the Emery We-edge. This
moment and a constant moment produced by the
spring attached to the beam are balanced by the
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prcssnre of air behind the rubber diaphragm. Air
pressure is admitted tm the rotating parts of the bal-
ante through an oil-sealed slip joint at the bottom of
the turntable shaft. The air pressure is regulated

Self-dining
ballbearihg‘-...

If
Emery knife-e@e~

\
\

f+esswe Cwpsule-j

J
Pivofpoint--

x

Axis of _.
rofofiw

b%

\
Radia of sph -’ %

Ram z—m luamOmof splnnflls-h10n03 forco SmtOm.

by valvea and indicated by a mercury manometer.
Balance is indicated by neon lamps connected through
slip rings to the contact points. Since there is but
one air-pressure tube leading to the balance, only
one reading can be made at a time. Each of the
measuring units is fitted with a small glycerin-filled

dashpot which serves to damp the oscillations of the
beam. .

In order that the balance reading might be easily
corrected for forma introduced by the weights and the
moments of inertia of the model and balance parts,
tare readings were made for each spinning condition
with the balance had and the model completely en-
closed by a shield which was attached to the turn-
table and rotated with the balance.

Model.—The model, which had been built by the
Navy Department for wind-tunneJ tests, was a
?&male mahogany reproduction of the NY-1 airplane
(fig. 1). Originally it diff’ered from the full-scale air-
plane in the following particulars: There wem no land-
ing or flyi.qg wires; the landing gear and wing struts
were %~inch rods of circular cross section; a pair of N
struts a short distance out from the fuselage were used

Air-press
tube -

1-l
FxaoEE3.-DfwmI of a Inmsu—@ omit 01 Spiunillg balaoco.

in place of the cabane struts. The model was equipped
with movable elevatir and rudder but it had no ailerons.
It was rigged with no washiu or washout ( +.O.lO) rmd
the fin was set pdeil to the plane of symmetry.

For this investigation the original wooden fin and
rudder, which were of a thin symmetrical section, were
replaced with a j&inch duralumiu flat plate fin and
rudder of the same plan form. Additional bracing
struts were added between the fuselage and the upper
wing. The fuselage was cut out for installation of a
ball clamp for attachment to the balance.

TESTS

The direction and velocity of the flow about the
balance hmd were determined in the positions to be
occupied by the wings and, tail surfacea of the model.
These surveys were made with the balance rotating at
a speed corresponding to a normal spin and at a radius
of 5 inches. The air stream waa found to have a
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twist of 0.4°, which was corrected for by increasing the
rotational speed of the balance. In the region to be
occupied by the tail there was an outliow of about 10
and anincreasein velocity of about 2.5 percent caused by
the blocking effect of the balance head and turntable.
Since thesepartawerepsrtly shielded by the model when
force tests were being made it is unlikely that they then
affected the air flow to the extent the survey indjcated.

COM35’ITEE FOR AERONAUTICS

where + f? is sidealip outward and %, 81, and $1 are
anglea defining the attitude. As here used, ~ is the
vertical angle between the Y (span) axis and the
horizontal, positive when the right wing tip is the
lower; 8, is the verticaI angle between the X (fuselage)
axis and the horizontal, negative when the tail is above
the horizontal; and #l is the angle between the spin
radius and the projection of the X sxis upon the hori-
zontal, positive when the airplane has been rotated in
a clockwise direction (viewed from above) about a
vertical axis, from a position in which the X axis inter-
sects the spin asis. For the attitudes defined, small
changes of 01 give negligible changes of I? and nearly
equal changes of a (a approximately= 90° -t 01), small
changes of VI give negligible changes of a and nearly
equal changes of f? @ approximately= u+ q), snd
small changes of xl give negligible chaugea of both
a and &

A prelin@ry series of tests w~ made in each of
the spinning conditions with tunnel air speeds of 45,
50, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80 feet per second to determine
the scale effect. The scale effect over this range was
found to be negligible and all further tests were-made
at 65 feet per second (Reynolds Number approxi-
mately 153,000) at which speed the operation of the
balance was most satisfactory. The control settings
and attitudes for the remainder of the teds are given
in the following table-s:

Radtus-3.4 inch. Q=Z3.7 radtiv~yd. V-66 kat B ~d (tnnnel

W, le. 3“, -m
*, 1s+,P, –2P
3P, w, P, –2P
3P, 1s+, ??, –27

%
33”

For the force and moment tests two left spinning
conditions were chosen from uncorrected data obtainod
in a series of full-scale spins of the NY-I airplane.
(The corrected data appear in reference 6 as test
nos. 30L and 19L. It may be noted that the actual
differences are small.) The principal characteristics
of the spins, the difference being due to changea in
moments of inwtia, are given in the following table:

a#ut’

–3L’
3193’
31%3’
31%0’

–w,

‘–T17’
–7-17’
–7W’
–r17’

–w, –v
–717’
–PIT

-w,

–3m7’
–mIi’
–*17’
-WIT
-W17’

-w, -@
–33-17’ lr,

lS%W
E?ss’
16-W
18%7
18%V
Wa

, 1P, z“
1 t , .~

hdlos-62 Inch= Q-18.77 radkun w semmi V-65 feat H =nd hnnd
Vhitg)

6B % 8, #’l 1

RESULTS

The forces measured by the balance units for the
various test conditions were plotted and data for the
calculations of the forces and moments about the body
axes were taken from the charts, it being assumed that
these values should follow smooth curves. The forces
and moments so obtained were reduced to coefficient
form by the relations:

where the symbols X, Y, Z, L, M, N, q, b, and S have
their usual signiiicsllce. The lower wing was consid-
ered ss extending through the fuselage in computing
wing area. It should be noted that the span was
taken as the fundamental length in all the moment
equations to facilitate the transfer from one set of axes
to another and to make the moments appear in their
proper magnitude with respect to each other b/c =7.66).
The results, in absolute coefficient form, are presented
as curve9 in figure9 4 to 10, inclu&e.

At least one repeat test was made for each test
condition and differences in balance readings were
found, in general, to be within 5 percent. A com-
parison of the force and moment values computed .
from the flight tests and those obtained from the spin-
ning-balance measurements is given in the discussion,

No corrections were made for tunnel-wall or blocking
3ffects.

DISCUSSION

Changes in contiol settings,-The effects of changes
n elevator and rudder settings are shown in figures
i to 7, inclusive. The changes in Ux, 0~, Oz, and 0,
we small and will be discussed in connection with rAti-
mde changes.

The pitching-moment coefficient, Cm, was approxi-
mately doubled as the elevator was moved from full
with tha spin to neutral. Further movement against
ihe spin had a comparatively small effect. The curves
we similar to those, for an airfoil when passing through
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the stall. Movement of the rudder gave small changes
of Cm but no general tendency was revealed.

When the elevator was up the value of C* was in-
creased, in the sense to oppose the spin, as the rudder
was moved from full with the spin to full against it.
The change of moment was approximately proportional

shielded when the elevator was down. They confirm
the deductions from smoke-flow tests (reference 13)
and are similar to the results obtained in testa of various
stabilizer locations (referencw 14 and 15).

Changes in attitude.-small changes in attitude (see
figs. 8, 9, and 10) gave changes in CX, G, US, and at
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to the change of rudder position. When the elevator
was down (against the spin) rudder movement had
practically no effect in producing a yawing moment
opposing the spin, this being especially true in the case
of the spin of small radius. These results might have
been predicted because a considerable portion of the
rudder was exposed to the undisturbed air when the
elevator was up but the rudder was almost entirely

of the .wirne order of magnitude as those given by full
movement of the elevator and/or rudder. WMin the
range of attitudes teated, the changes in 0. were not
sufficient to balance those obtained with elevator
movement. It is apparent that small changea in atti-
tude coupled with, a small hcrease ~ rotation~ ve-
locity, and hence inertia stalling moment, might lead
to n balance with elevatora down. Since changes in
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~p produced by small changes in attitude were of the
same order of magnitude as those given by elevator
movement when the rudder was with the spin, it ap-
pears that it would be quite possible for the airplane
to continue the spin with very little change in attitude
if the elevators viere down.

The results indicate that, with the elevators up,
relatively large changes of attitude would be necessa@
to balance the change of C= due to rudder movement.
It is likely that if %large change in attitude would give
a balance of C=, bakmce of the other forces and mo-
menta would be disturbed and the spin would not con-
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Full-scale tests COniirm these deductions. In a spin
mnde with the elevator down (no. 54L, reference 5)
the only defite changw revealed were a decrease in
radius, n decrease in resultant air veloci@-, and an in-
crease in rotational speed. The sidedip, the ilight path,
and the angles of attack at the center section were
intermediate between those for the spins described
under Tests.

tinue. This conclusion is coniirmed by ilight results,
which showed the impossibility of maintaining balance
with the rudder against the spin and with the elevators
up.

With the elevators down, the changes in O* due to
rudder movement were small and it appears that the
airplane might continue to spin in this condition regard-
less of rudder position. This possibility was not thor-
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oughly investigated in flight but in the fmv cases tried
recovery was effected with little increase in the number
of turns necessary.

Comparison between full-smile and model data.—
A comparison between the full-scale and the model
data for the steady spin is given in the following table:

Ralaw Test I CB I C(J I
~m,, I

S.4 Fun Kale__ . ..-. : al a 07e3 o.CC05
aflMel--.-––– . 070s .027

&a Full K810_–_ –__ L4W . lM74 . W1O
Mx18L_–...__ L 331 . @?19 .023

The limits of error in the full-scale measurement

(reference 5) are given as i’ percent for the vertical
velocity and 3 percent for the rotationrd velocity, and
since the squarw of both of these quantities enter into
the computation of the coefficients it is evident that
the tunnel measurements are well within the limits of
accuracy of the flight tests. -

There is one important difference which is as yet not
explained. The fundamental relations of mechanics
show that the aerodynamic moment about the vertical
axis through the center of gravity of the airplane (0.”)
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I?KWEElQ.-Effwt of yaw abut vartfml ads (W ufmn wodymmfo oharaot8rbtfm of NY-1 ofv18u9 mwfef when spimfrw.

The remdixmt force and moment coefficients (CE and
CQ)are in good agreement for the case of the spin with
the smaller radius but the values from model tests are
about 10 percent lower than the values computed from
the full-scale spin of 6.2-foot radius.

is very small, being equal to the gyroscopic moment of
the propeller about that axis. A yawing moment op-
posing the spin and equal in magnitude to about one
third the resultant moment was found in the tunnel
measurements.
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h attempt ma made to explain this discrepancy on
the basis that there was VJashin of the left wing and that

the fin was set at an angle to the plane of symmetry on

the full-side airplane while both wash and h angle

were zero for the model. Accordingly, the lower left
wing of the model was given 1°15’ washin and an addi-
tional test made, but no appreciable change in momant
about the vertical axis was obtained. No tests were
made with difFerent iin settings but rudder-moment
curves indicate that’ a change in h setting could have
produced only a small change in C.”. It was found
possible to reduca Cn” to zero by giving the model
about 12° of outward sideslip.

It is believed that the diilerences revealed between
the full-scale and the tunnel results are not such as to
change the slopes or configurations of the curves of
figures 4 to 10, and that they do not aflect the analysis
given in the preceding discussion or the conclusions to
which it points.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A rudder may be rendered ineffective as a source
of yawing moments in the spin by the shielding effect
of the stabilizer and elevrdm.

2. Small changes in attitude coupled with changes
in rotational velocity mny be sufficient to balance force
and moment changca given by changes in elevator
setting or by changes in rudder setting with the ele-
vators down.

3. Large changes in attitude are necessrwy to pro-
duce momen~ sufficient to balance the yawing moment
about the body axk given by movement of an un-
shielded rudder.

4. The spinning balance is a practical and economical
means of obtaining valuable data upon the aerody-
namic forces and momenta given by a spinning model
and its component parts.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY CommrrE n Fo13 fkEONAUTICS,

LANGLEY I?IELD, VA.,February 7, 19%3. “
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